
WHAT IS A YEMA CANDY

Yema is a type of Filipino candy named after the Spanish term for egg yolks. I donâ€™t see the reason as to why not
because egg yolk is a major ingredient for this sweet delicacy. It just takes 7 egg yolks, 1 can of condensed milk, some
chopped walnuts and a bit of love in order to.

Whether they came up with the recipe on their own or with a bit of help from a few Hispanic friars who were
probably acquainted with the invention of their enterprising counterparts at the Avila convent , yema candy
made from egg yolks and sugar became widely available for the population to enjoy shortly thereafter. Stir
constantly. The monks who also lived at the convent allegedly took the surplus yolks, beat them in copper
bowls, and mixed in a syrup made up of lemon juice, cinnamon, sugar, and water to make a sort of pastry
dough. Terminology in Everyday Life. Place the yema balls on a wide plate with white sugar then roll; once
coated, pick up each ball with a toothpick. Early builders used easily available indigenous materials in their
construction projects. The mixture is ready when it forms a ball. Since we Filipinos are accustomed to not
letting food fall into waste, Pinoy ingenuity and passion for food came to the fore, giving birth to the recipes
that are mainly based on yolks, such as leche flan, yema and more. Yema is one such confection, and its
origins are as straightforward and practical as the reason behind its name. The Bulakenyos are also sometimes
credited with being the first to reshape the yema into the caramel-colored pyramids that are commonly sold
today. When the Spaniards conquered the Philippines about a century later, one of their first acts was to
establish a parish in each new settlement. Disputed Origins As with a lot of other things in our multicultural
heritage, whether yema is entirely Filipino or Spanish in origin remains to be conclusively proven. When cool,
wrap the balls in cellophane and twist both ends to secure. Another theory also states that the dairy product
might have entered the picture after the Americans came in and introduced the canning process and by
extension, canned condensed milk. Wrapped in squares of colorful cellophane, yema can be purchased
everywhere, from sari-sari stores, roadside stalls, to street vendors outside churches, as well as a few select
groceries and bakeries. Powdered milk now figures into some yema recipes, and condensed milk sometimes
takes the place of the conventional egg yolks all together a godsend for the novice cook whose inexpert
handling might lead to a pot of sticky, sweet scrambled egg yolks instead of custard candy. Thelen, M. Yema;
photo from virgieshomemade. When cool, form the mixture into balls about 2 to 3 cm in diameter. A mix of
calcium compounds or quicklime, egg whites, and crushed eggshells were widely used on stone walls to make
them more durable and impervious to the elements. Yema; photo from foodipino. You can also coat it with
caramelized sugar. Of course, for the purist, nothing comes close to the smooth, velvety texture and
wholesome, creamy sweetness of yema made with egg yolks in the old-fashioned way. What Exactly is
Yema? Let it cool. This must be done continuously to avoid burning the milk and to prevent it from sticking to
the bottom of the pan. Not wanting the leftover foodstuff to go to waste, Filipinos scrambled to find ways to
utilize them. Nowadays, there are plenty of variations on the traditional yema recipe. Once the mixture cooled,
they were molded into little balls and served in white, fluted tartlet cups. Libro de la Gastronomia de Castilla y
Leon: 2nd ed. Large-scale church building ensued, and this eventually led to the birth or rebirth, depending on
who you ask of yema. Set aside to cool. And that left an overabundance of egg yolks. Using a metal spatula,
stir the milk as if you are scraping the bottom of the pan. When she's not terrorizing people with her Grammar
Nazi tendencies, she likes to hunt for the perfect afternoon tea spot that lets her pretend she's still in the age of
Austen albeit with electricity and better dental care. Milk was added to the mixture most likely after Filipinos
learned to boil down milk to bring out a sweeter, creamier taste i. Again, as with the old Santa Teresa de Avila
convent, an excessive supply of egg yolks followed. For a special kind of yema dessert, you can experiment
and add some ingredients like crushed nuts of your choice and chocolates. Junta de Castilla y Leon:
Valladolid. It was a technique in the olden times to use them as mortar to hold the stone together. References:
Jimenez-Lozano, J. Bring to a boil, then reduce to low heat to prevent the mixture from burning. A few local
candy artisans have also taken advantage of the increasingly globalized Filipino palate, and have taken to
adding exotic ingredients such as sea salt and chili peppers for an added kick. They also used them to clarify
casks of red wine.


